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How is interdisciplinary 
communication possible?

• We would need to share a common 
language

• Perhaps there is a “deep structure” which 
is hidden by our more specialized 
discipline oriented terms and theories



What is the origin of the 
“deep structure”?

There are at least three possibilities
1.  Mathematics
2.  Common processes in the external 
world
3.  Mental models of broad utility



1.  Mathematics
• Anatol Rapoport suggested that the aim of 

general systems theory is to identify 
mathematical isomorphisms 

• He cited as an example the equations for 
a mass on a spring and an electronic 
circuit with a resister and capacitor

• Not many isomorphisms have been 
discussed in the literature

• Their theoretical importance is not clear



2.  Common processes in the 
external world

• General systems theory, particularly 
James G. Miller’s living systems theory, 
claims that there are certain functions that 
a living system must perform

• Miller suggested that “living systems” exist 
at seven levels – cell, organ, organism, 
group, organization, nation, supranational 
organization



Nineteen critical subsystems in 
“living systems”

• Matter-energy processing subsystems –
ingestor, distributor, converter, producer,matter-
energy storage, extruder, motor, supporter

• Information processing subsystems – input 
transducer, internal transducer, channel and net, 
decoder, associator, memory, decider, encoder, 
output transducer

• Subsystems that process both – reproducer, 
boundary



3. Mental models of broad utility

• In cybernetics there are basically three 
conceptualizations
– Regulation with two basic elements
– Self-organization with many elements
– Reflexivity with two levels of analysis



How can these three models be 
used?

• To find common ground with a person in a 
different field, listen to identify which of 
these models is being used

• When you have identified which model is 
being used, cybernetics provides a set of 
theories and methods to be employed

• Often more than one, indeed all three, 
models can be used



Regulation



1.   Regulation
• Two analytic elements – regulator and 

system being regulated
• Engineering examples – thermostat and 

heater, automatic pilot and airplane
• Biological examples – feeling of hunger 

and food in stomach, light in eye and iris 
opening

• Social system examples – manager and 
organization, therapist and patient



The law of requisite variety 

• Information and selection
– “The amount of selection that can be 

performed is limited by the amount of 
information available”

• Regulator and regulated
– “The variety in a regulator must be equal to  

or greater than the variety in the system being 
regulated”

• W. Ross Ashby



Methods to use in regulation

• Is there requisite variety?  What is the 
variety in the system to be controlled?  
What variety is available to match it?

• Choose the level of analysis in order to 
achieve requisite variety

• Define a model of cause and effect – list 
actions and their expected consequences



Coping with complexity

When faced with a complex situation, 
there are only two choices

1. Increase the variety in the regulator:  
hire staff or subcontract

2. Reduce the variety in the system being 
regulated:  reduce the variety one 
chooses to control



The management of complexity
• There has been a lot of discussion of 

“complexity,” as if it exists in the world
• Cyberneticians prefer to speak about “the 

management of complexity”
• Their view is that complexity is observer 

dependent, that the system to be 
regulated is defined by the observer

• This point of view greatly expands the 
range of alternatives



Self-organization



2.  Self-organization
• Definition – every isolated, determinate, 

dynamic system obeying unchanging laws 
will develop organisms adapted to their 
environments, W. Ross Ashby

• Many elements within the system
• Boundary conditions – open to energy 

(hence dynamic), closed to information 
(interaction rules do not change during the 
period of observation)



Examples of self-organization 1

• Physical example – chemical reactions; 
iron ore, coke, and oxygen heated in a 
blast furnace will change into steel, carbon 
dioxide, water vapor and slag

• Biological examples – food in the stomach 
is transformed into usable energy and 
materials, species compete to yield 
animals adapted to their environments



Examples of self-organization 2

• Social system examples – children in 
school learn to read and write,  workers 
with appropriate rewards and incentives 
are productive and enjoy their work, 
corporations controlled by laws do not 
pollute the environment or keep prices 
artificially high



Methods to use with a self-
organizing system

• Define the “natural” interaction rules
• Define the desired interaction rules
• Assemble the needed elements for the 

self-organizing system
• A general design rule:  In order to change 

any system, expose it to an environment 
such that the interaction between the 
system and its environment moves the 
system in the direction you want it to go



Reflexivity



3.  Reflexivity

• Basic analytic units – two levels of 
analysis

• This model has traditionally been avoided 
and is logically difficult

• However, it is inherent in social systems 
where observers are also participants

• Every statement reveals an observer as 
much as what is observed



Examples of reflexivity

• Constitutional amendment prohibiting self-
incrimination.  If a person who is accused 
of a crime says he is innocent, is he telling 
the truth or avoiding punishment?

• Self-reference leads to undecidability
• Is a theory of social systems an accurate 

account of observations or an effort to 
improve the welfare of the scientist?



Observation

Self-awareness



Reflexivity in a social system



Three reflexive theories

• Heinz von Foerster:  Include the observer 
in the domain of science (1974)

• Vladimir Lefebvre:  Reflect on the ethical 
system one is using (1982)

• George Soros:  Individuals are actors as 
well as observers of economic and political 
systems (1987)



Von Foerster’s reflexive theory
• The observer should be included within 

the domain of science
• A theory of biology should be able to 

explain the existence of theories of biology
• “Reality” is a personal construct
• Individuals bear ethical responsibility not 

only for their actions but also for the world 
as they perceive it



Lefebvre’s first and second 
ethical systems

• If there is a conflict 
between means and 
ends, one SHOULD 
be concerned

• A bad means should 
NOT be used to 
achieve a good end

• This ethical system 
dominates in the 
West

• If there is a conflict 
between means and 
ends, one SHOULD 
NOT be concerned

• A bad means CAN be 
used to achieve a 
good end

• This ethical system 
was dominant in the 
former USSR



First and second ethical 
systems

• A saint is willing to 
compromise and has low 
self-esteem

• A hero is willing to 
compromise and has high 
self-esteem

• A philistine chooses 
confrontation and has low 
self-esteem

• A dissembler chooses 
confrontation and has 
high self-esteem

• A saint is willing to 
confront and has low self-
esteem

• A hero is willing to 
confront and has high 
self-esteem

• A philistine chooses 
compromise and has low 
self-esteem

• A dissembler chooses 
compromise and has high 
self-esteem



Lefebvre’s reflexive control
• There are two systems of ethical cognition
• People are “imprinted” with one or the other 

ethical system at an early age
• One’s first response is always to act in accord 

with the imprinted ethical system
• However, one can learn the other ethical system 

and act in accord with it when one realizes that 
the imprinted system is not working



Uses of Lefebvre’s theory
• Was used at the highest levels in both the US 

and the USSR during the collapse of the USSR 
to prevent misunderstandings

• Was NOT used during the break up of the former 
Yugoslavia

• People in Sarajevo said in 2004 that Lefebvre’s 
theory both explained why the war happened 
and why conflict remains

• Is currently being used in education and in 
psychotherapy in Russia



Soros’s reflexive theory
• Soros’s theory is compatible with second 

order cybernetics and other systems 
sciences

• Soros uses little of the language of 
cybernetics and systems science

• Soros’s theory provides a link between 
second order cybernetics and economics, 
finance, and political science



Reception of Soros’s work

• Soros’s theory is not well-known in the 
systems and cybernetics community

• Soros’s theory is not yet widely used by 
economists or finance professors, despite 
his success as a financial manager

• Soros has a participatory, not purely 
descriptive, theory of social systems



Ideas

Variables                             Groups

Events

A reflexive theory operates at two levels



Equilibrium Theory Reflexivity Theory

- +
Stock Stock     +     Demand
price      - Demand                price
+ +

Equilibrium theory assumes negative feedback;  reflexivity 
theory observes positive feedback



Equilibrium vs. Reflexivity
• A theorist is outside 

the system observed
• Scientists should 

build theories using 
quantifiable variables

• Theories do not alter 
the system described

• Observers are part of 
the system observed

• Scientists should use 
a variety of 
descriptions of 
systems (e.g., ideas, 
groups, events, 
variables)

• Theories are a means 
to change the system 
described



Example of Banathy’s 
conversations 

• Regulation:  When a conversation is in 
progress, a facilitator steers the 
conversation with comments and 
questions

• Self-organization:  Assemble an 
appropriate mix of people with a facilitator 
in a comfortable room

• Reflexivity: Both contribute ideas and 
occasionally comment on the process



Using the three models

• The three models – regulation, self-
organization, and reflexivity – can be used 
in two ways

• Either to develop descriptions of some 
system (develop interdisciplinary models)

• Or to guide efforts to influence some 
system



A keynote address (revised) presented at 
the

World Multi-Conference on Systemics, 
Cybernetics, and Informatics

Orlando, Florida
July 18, 2006



Overview of cybernetics
• The focus of attention within cybernetics has 

changed from engineering to the biology of 
cognition to social systems

• Ideas from cybernetics have been used in  
computer science, robotics, management, family 
therapy, philosophy of science, economics and 
political science

• Cybernetics has created theories of the nature of 
information, knowledge, adaptation, learning, 
self-organization, cognition, autonomy, and 
understanding



The informal fallacies

1. Fallacies of presumption which are 
concerned with errors in thought – circular 
reasoning, circular causality

2. Fallacies of relevance which raise emotional 
considerations – the ad hominem fallacy, 
including the observer 

3. Fallacies of ambiguity which involve 
problems with language – levels of analysis, 
self-reference



Cybernetics and the informal 
fallacies

• Cybernetics violates all three informal 
fallacies

• It does not “sound right.”  People conclude 
it cannot “be right”

• But the informal fallacies are just “rules of 
thumb”



A decision is required

• Should traditions concerning the FORM of 
arguments limit the SCOPE of science?

• Or, should the subject matter of science be 
guided by curiosity and the desire to 
construct explanations of phenomena?

• Cyberneticians have chosen to study 
certain phenomena, even if they need to 
use unconventional ideas and methods



Author First Order 
Cybernetics

Second Order Cybernetics

Von Foerster

Pask
Varela
Umpleby

Umpleby

The cybernetics of 
observed systems

The purpose of a model
Controlled systems
Interaction among the 

variables in a system
Theories of social 

systems

The cybernetics of observing 
systems

The purpose of a modeler
Autonomous systems
Interaction between observer 

and observed
Theories of the interaction 

between ideas and society

Definitions of First and Second Order Cybernetics



Three Versions of Cybernetics

By transforming conceptual 
systems (through 
persuasion, not 
coercion), we can 
change society

If people accept constructivism, 
they will be more tolerant

Scientific knowledge can 
be used to modify 
natural processes to 
benefit people

An important 
consequence

Ideas are accepted if they 
serve the observer’s 
purposes as a social 
participant

Ideas about knowledge should 
be rooted in 
neurophysiology.

Natural processes can be 
explained by 
scientific theories

A key assumption

How people create, 
maintain, and change 
social systems through 
language and ideas

How an individual constructs a 
“reality”

How the world worksWhat must be 
explained

Explain the relationship 
between the natural 
and the social sciences

Include the observer within the 
domain of science

Construct theories which 
explain observed 
phenomena

The puzzle to be 
solved

The biology of cognition vs. 
the observer as a 
social participant

Realism vs. ConstructivismReality  vs. scientific 
theories

A key distinction

A pragmatic view of 
epistemology: 
knowledge is 
constructed to achieve 
human purposes

A biological view of 
epistemology: how the 
brain functions

A realist view 
of epistemology: 
knowledge is a 
“picture” of reality 

The view of 
epistemology

Social CyberneticsBiological CyberneticsEngineering Cybernetics



The cybernetics of science

NORMAL SCIENCE

The correspondence                      Incommensurable
principle                                        definitions

SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION



The Correspondence Principle

• Proposed by Niels Bohr when developing 
the quantum theory

• Any new theory should reduce to the old 
theory to which it corresponds for those 
cases in which the old theory is known to 
hold

• A new dimension is required



New philosophy of science

An Application of the Correspondence Principle

Old philosophy of science

Amount of attention paid to 
the observer


